


Created in May 2019, the INTEROPTICUSS group is an

international project for the communication,

representation and commercialization of optical

products, based in Ramada. It is a part of the

company OPTICUSS directed to the European market.

The name INTER OPTICUSS came from there.

Although this is a recent project, the entire team

involved in it has more than 30 years of experience in

the the optical market. We represent brands such as

Bolon Eyewear, TBD Eyewear, Fisher Price and two

house brands: Ventoe and Estilo.



Our history begins with the name Mehmet Akin. Of Turkish origin,

this businessman, now director and owner of Opticuss companies

that were born in Ukraine in 2002. In 2012, he also opens doors in

Russia and this year he arrives on the European market, creating

Interopticuss last May. Mehmet has always known the optical

market. He started at the age of 14 in several companies in the

sector, with positions that grew, including administrator and

manager. There was a dream of having his own brand. One day, on

one of his countless trips in Italy, inspired by the environment,

culture, language and the breeze that was felt, VENTO was born. This

is a brand in the Italian style Fashion Chic. E added to represent

Europe (VENTOE). It was only later (2018) that ESTILO appeared,

which in both Portuguese and Spanish, that is to say, Style! It is a

brand for a much more irreverent target than VENTOE, with boldness

and, very Street Fashion Style!

The Interopticuss project is led by a team with more than 32 years of

experience in the market.



It is our mission to be able to offer beautiful, comfortable and high quality pieces to the end consumer, both in 

sunglasses and prescription glasses.

We work to give our customers (professional pticians) the ability to market an easily salable product, which leads 

market demand and trends, with very generous margins.

We have worked on our own brands (Ventoe and Estilo) since the implementation of the marketing and 

communication strategy, as well as increasing brand awareness among the end consumer. For all other brands that 

are part of the company's portfolio, we develop the brands as distributors or as agents.
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Praça Sara afonso nº2 Loja A

2620 - 296 Ramada

Portugal

+351 219 337 767

WWW.interopticuss.com

info@interopticuss.com 

marketing@interopticuss.com

Follow us


